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Covee-Doo, Where Are You? 
e’ve been scooby-dooed into the collapse of the Covid narrative, 
mainly because of the onset of WWIII… broken economies can’t make 

bullets and a cowed population only makes cowards, not a very good war 
material if you ask me, to win wars. 

 Of course the belief in the Maskarade endures in many urban places, and 
people, especially our Judeomasonic, Big Pharma, Philanthropic friends 
would be ready to start another cycle, but as Biden has admitted, “The 
preparation for the next pandemic has to be postponed until the Ukraine war is won”. 
Viruses don’t like wars. 

 As a result, we are left off the hook temporarily, and the transportation 
idiosyncrasies have diminished enough for the priests to travel, and the 
seminary to accept candidates again (1 Indian, 1 Kiwi, 1 Aussie, 3 Nigerians, 0 
Filipino A if E A all goes well). Fr. Elias will be ordained on Feb. 11th. 
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France, but Frenchs will be Frenchs; and I don’t have enough pages to explain 
you their Byzantine quarrels, glad as I am to be so far away! 

 In another land, far away, Africa, Fr. Ndong is announcing that another 
priest is joining in Uganda, where he already had a mission. You certainly 
heard of the two Nigerian priests that joined two years ago, but perhaps you 
don’t know they have also three seminarians while Uganda has one and Fr. 
Ndong another in Gabon. 

 So, amidst all our tears, for the current loss of so many souls, it seems the 
heavens are moving at last. 

(Fr. François Chazal, MCSPX) 

Marian Corps of St. Pius X (MCSPX) 
Who are we? 

 A group of Catholic priests formed in May ~ June 2012 under the patronage of the 
Blessed Virgin Mary to fight modernism and immorality within the Catholic Church. We 
are affiliated to the Catholic Resistance Movement. 

What do we do? 
 We warn the Catholics about the false teachings and the scandals from so many 
priests and bishops. We promote fidelity of the Catholic Tradition to the teaching of the 
Faith, to the laws of the Church and to Liturgy. We celebrate the Mass in Latin according 
to the Traditional Rite. We train young men to be priests at the Hearts of Jesus and Mary 
Seminary (add.: Dam-an, Pamutan, Cebu City, Philippines) offering them the traditional 
formation to priesthood. We work in collaboration with other priests of the Catholic 
Resistance worldwide and in the Philippines with some Carmelites, faithful to Tradition. 

Contact us for more information: 
E-mail : MarianCorpsInformation@gmail.com 
Facebook : www.facebook.com/MarianCorpsOfSt.PiusX 
Tel. : +63 9991680637 
Messenger : olhcccebu.mcspx 
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 (Yet again, allow me to repeat that the jurisdiction of a public heretic is 
illicit ipso facto / the Church, our Mother, doesn’t want Her children to 
approach opponents of the Catholic Faith, both for Sacraments and acts of 
jurisdiction. If the Church grants jurisdiction to heretics, it will only be in case 
of unwilful ignorance and necessity; not in our case, because we know what 
Francis is doing, and Archbishop Lefebvre & Bishop Castro de Mayer have 
provided us a Sacramental lifeline back in June 1988.) 

 SSPX bishops roam around a lot in Asia still… as I write these lines Bishop 
Fellay is in Sabah, Malaysia, while yours truly is in Kuala Lumpur. 

 There we are then, if there is another round of Covid narrative, we are 
more ready. Nevertheless, the Western Judeomasonic Elites are escalating 
further their dance with Russia (France is sending light tanks now; the US, one 
Patriot Battery… after Poroshenko & Merkel, it is now François Hollande, a 
former President, who says the West lied in signing the Minsk agreement in 
order to arm Ukraine against Russia). We are approaching 200,000 dead and 
the kinetic scale of this war is the biggest since WWII. Nobody knows how this 
conflict will deescalate, Putin is a new Hitler for one side; he is a prize of 
medicine for me. 

 Fr. Elias, in the meantime of all this, will be ordained on Feb 11th; but 
before that, we will resume our yearly priest meetings, with plenty of things 
to discuss. The guest of honor will be Fr. Picot, who is now a member of the 
SAJM. Later, another 
SAJM priest, Fr. Paul 
Rosseau will visit us, 
and even conduct 
Holy Week in Cebu, 
while Fr. Elias will 
cover Malaysia or 
vice versa. 

 You get the 
idea: we are 
collaborating. There 
are some sparks in 
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 Post-vaccinal Disaster Assessment 

n view of further innocent lives to be destroyed in any further attempt, it 
helps to mention what’s the known tally of large scale inoculations inflicted 

on populations. Here is an imperfect list. 

- Death of about 10% of the elderly population 

- Miscarriages of many children; no exact figures 

- Permanent sterility (that were also found to follow 
some other vaccines) 

- Cerebral vascular accidents, often fatal 

- Other grave accidents like myocarditis, paralysis, 
internal bleedings, clottings 

- Degrading of immunity. It is AIDS in another name. 
Patients who shouldn’t go, go to hospital, or need 
treatment for ordinary flu diseases because they 
can’t cope with ordinary flu. 

- Permanent fatigue and sleeping disorders 

- Excess deaths in younger sections of the population: 
there is a definite uptick noticed by many doctors. 

 

 I leave some space above because I’m sure there is more in the Pfizer 
Surprise Package; and I’m no doctor myself to know the extent of the 
consequences that have befallen the injected sheep. What I know for sure is 
that Putin is a Nobel Price of medicine… he alone has ended the pandemic and 
stolen the whole Covid narrative, destroyed the mainly political agenda of 
Kevid. 

 Let us first and foremost be thankful to an infinite Kind Providence, Who 
has postponed digital communism to the time of Antichrist, where it belongs; 
for in our time people are not ready. If the Philanthropists reigning over us had 
had their way, their plan to gradually exterminate and tag their human slaves 
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would be well on its way. It will take a series of good Popes, Doctors & 
Confessors to beat the army of Christ into shape, before Mr. Lu(cifer) brings 
on his last act… a doozy of devil’s doozies. 

 So I won’t bother you further with the “Coup Vide” failed coup attempt, 
and as I told you in the last issue, Russia is winning, as it has what is called 
“escalation dominance” and holds an amazingly powerful military industry 
and all lines of energy and commodity supplies, the two vital ingredients in 
modern war. We shall see if General Surovikin offensive will demonstrate his 
talent and my guess is that Russia will not launch big arrow offensives before 
the Ukrainian army has been totally degraded: a solid diet of 60,000 shells a 
day and 100 cruise missiles a week shall do, I believe. 

 And facing Russia, our Western Judeomasonic governments are blinded 
by pride, and their compulsive lies… which make them lie to themselves, “that 
they’re gonna win this war,” just like they won in Lybia, Syria, Iraq, 
Afghanistan… Of course, if you lose against goat herders, you will bring down 
the Russian alliance. Yet again, lies, lies, lies… but not for long this time; 
because in this the Western propaganda machine is true; this is a war 
opposing the Liberal dying world, against an unknown New World tired of 
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 The same goes for the Novus Ordo now. It is so riddles with scandals; and 
the scandals and destruction under Francis is so vast that the act of forbidding 
the Novus Ordo religion, the New Mass, the New This & That will be easier to 
enforce by a Papacy having returned to Tradition. 

 “Ipsius sunt tempora” of the Easter Vigil can be translated by “the timing 
is God’s”. 

 Another great news 

orried about the Covidocommunistic restrictions on movements, 
Bishop Williamson took the countermeasure to consecrate before 

witnesses Fr. Ballini. Way to go! I say that at the moment I’ve just been denied 
boarding by the NZ immigration… the enemy makes his moves, we make ours. 
I don’t see how they will prevent our seminarians to re-enter their own 
country after six years in Cebu; just I don’t see how they will destroy the line, 
the legacy of Archbishop Lefebvre. 

 Objection: too many bishops? 

→ Not really; Bishop Williamson is aging, slowing down. Bishop Faure, who 
is still active and even willing to come to Asia, is of the same age as Bishop 
Williamson. In this side of the world the last episcopal visit took place a bit 
less than five years ago; something of a thousand Confirmations await in 50 
groups and venues. 

 As to the ratio of bishops for priests, it is 1 archbishop + 5 bps. / 88 priests 
to 700 [± 200 independent] priests / 2.5 SSPX bishops. What do you think is 
worse??? A bit too many bishops, perhaps, or certainly too few of them, 
especially as one of them is a bit weak of health, and more worryingly, the 
SSPX says they will not consecrate without permission from Pope Francis! 

 Their consecrating a bishop without Rome’s approval would be the 
biggest blow the SSPX could deal to the Resistance, disproving in one single 
move, that we were wrong all along to say that the SSPX is under the canonical 
thumb of the New Rome… but that would mean that the new-fangled 
“ordinary” jurisdiction for Marriage, Penance and Ordination is no longer in 
use… which is our best desire for the SSPX.  

W 
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 I don’t like the concept of “creative destruction”, because God is a better 
gardener than that: He destroys the lower dead branches, to allow more sap to 
feed the upper healthy ones. He destroys dead trees, dead civilisations, to 
plant new Catholic ones, like He did, via our Lady, in Mexico. 

 He allows evil only to draw a greater good; “God is so powerful as to be 
able to draw good out of it”. WWI & WWII enabled a brief reprieve and a 
significant uptick of religious vocations for 20 years. This war that has just 
began, I trust will do the same, but also push back infernal powers for quite a 
while, unlike WWI & WWII that generated an unjust world order and a 
greater disorientation. 

 Usually, while God allows evil to bring about good, He chooses the lesser 
evil; but in view of what has been promised this time, a much greater good 
shall be seen. It shall be so big as to warrant the long wait it took to obtain it; 
just like the long captivity of the Hebrews in Babylon needed to be long, and 
their numbers had to fall to insignificant levels (in the words of Daniel) so as 
to kill, once and for all the evil of idolatry. Still in the neck as they were, the 
Hebrews never fell again into abandoning the Law of Moses. 

 Like them we had our warning, we had our moment “if men do not 
repent” … and like them we elected the hard way. The only difference is the size 
of it all. Not any more a tiny nation… not any more a portion of the human race 
as when Europe converted, as when South America converted. 

 This brings the question of the timing. If so many are lost why is not God 
intervening to avoid the loss of so many souls? St. Thomas answers that if God 
intervenes too early, the patient may not take the medicine, because the evil 
does not seem to him so dire. That is why the Novus Ordo is allowed to rot 
further. Under John Paul II & Benedict XVI it had some levels of human 
respectability and JPII was a superstar. Now, in this cancer stage four, many 
former Wojtylians are coming to realise that something is wrong with the 
Novus Ordo. During the French Revolution, it helped that the regime fell into 
terror, genocide (in Lyon & Vendee) and internal massacre. Otherwise we 
would, like Lammenais, think that the ideals of the French Revolution fit the 
ideal of the Gospel; that the slogan “Liberté, Égalité, Fraternité” is a Christian 
slogan. 
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liberalism, wokeism, feminism, capitalism, imperialism… tired of all the 
destructive -isms that have proliferated since the French Revolution of 1789. 

 China, still deep into communism may be the exception; yet one may 
never know, after the hefty dose of “Zero Covid” they have endured, the 
Chinese crowd yelled at last “Down with communism! Down with the Communist 
Party!” … and the Party backed down. History, namely all dynastic transitions 
of China have proved; the Chinese are very patient and obedient, but when 
they are fed up, they are unstoppably so. 

 In Iran, there are some 
significant anti-Islamic 
protests. One cannot know 
what part the American 
services are taking in setting 
them up against the Iranian 
government, but what is sure 
is that Islam may show signs 
of weakness we did not 
expect there. 

 All this is just to say that 
while we reason in terms of 
our little network of chapels 
and nanoscopic seminaries 

and groupusculous array of priests, vast amounts of souls remain captive in as 
many false religions, and ideologic contraptions as there are gates of hell. 

 Hell is filling up as never before and it is in the view of that that I propose 
two books, each dealing on one alternative, Eternal Hell and the other, Eternal 
Crown. The goal is to remedy the absence of serious books among our faithful, 
and a chance to give any soul to wake up and realise we only have one affair, 
which is to save our souls. 

 This is why we are about to witness massive economic destruction and 
loss of life, because God is kind, but essentially in view of what happens to us 
in eternity. When He sees that “all flesh had corrupted its way”, God makes 
big decisions and reclaim the lordship of history. 


